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Cryptocurrency is a sort of digital currency that can only be used online. It does
not have a physical form, but it does exist on a server in the form of a blockchain,
which keeps transaction-related data in blocks without personal identifying
information. They are not backed by a bank or other traditional lending
organizations, and all transactions are heavily encrypted to protect personal
information. Nonetheless, they cannot be utilized for every online purchase. Unity
Protocol was created to raise awareness about cryptocurrency's potential.

While the safety and security of online transactions
was a major selling point, it was the investment
opportunities that drew the most attention. Easy
access to online cryptocurrencies provided another
avenue for those who were unable to take advantage
of traditional banking products to invest, and that's
what we're going to propagate among the public. Our
team will consciously support our consumers via Unity
Protocol Exchange or the NFT Marketplace, guiding
them to a complete comprehension of the Crypto
World. Because the digital world is rapidly increasing,
we want our consumers to be able to take advantage
of it through our platform.

Introduction



Unity Protocol is a multi-utility token and a long-term project that aims to address
the key challenges that low-balance investors face. Several people wish to get into
the cryptocurrency market but are unable to do so owing to a lack of capital. Our first
utility, UnityPAD (an IDO Platform), will provide everyone a chance to earn numerous
XXS by investing in Fundamentally Strong ICOs (Initial Coin Offerings). Metaverse
World, Play To Earn Games, NFT Marketplace, Staking & Swap Utilities, Digital Wallet for
Portfolio Insights, Trading Bots, and a slew of other tools will be unveiled later.

About Unity Protocol

The token will be used as
the native token for any
future utilities, and only
holders will be eligible to
participate in the offering
based on their holding
weight. Vendors who are
interested in purchasing
and burning UNITY Tokens
will do so to raise the token
price forever.

By withdrawing certain tokens from
circulation, the value of the tokens will rise.
The token will be utilized as the native
token for any future utilities, and only token
holders will be eligible to participate in
IDOs on UnityPAD based on their holding
weight. As a result, the more you hold, the
more IDOs on UnityPAD you will be able to
participate in. UNITY is a deflationary and
reward-based currency, which means that
the circulating supply will continue to fall
with each transaction, while holders will be
rewarded with additional UNITY tokens.



The digital revolution has been ongoing for some time, and
it is on the point of altering the entire landscape of the
digital sphere into something spectacular, a location of
enormous success and profit. The invention of blockchain
technology has sparked this transformation. Blockchain is
at the heart of any crypto-based digital application
created with decentralization in mind.

UnityPAD is one of the crypto projects listed on the IDO
launchpad, which acts as a pool of investors. Investors can
join in projects listed on our launchpad at a discounted
pre-sale price before they go public, thanks to UnityPAD.

The IDO token launchpad is a truly decentralized IDO with
several customizable features to meet the needs of
investors' businesses. Investors can adjust liquidity locks,
selling prices, financing types, and token vesting in a
systematic manner using UnityPAD. So, what do you have
to lose? Join UnityPAD and become a part of our Unity
Protocol to benefit.

UnityPAD
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As we remove a particular portion of Unity
tokens from circulation, the value and
price of Unity tokens will steadily rise.
Interested vendors will buy and burn UNITY
Tokens to raise the token price forever,
hence increasing the market value of Unity
tokens.

Burn Feature

Building trust and giving security is the
foundation of our obligation to the clients. We
realize that security and consistency are the
achievements of accomplishing objectives.
We have done a total and extensive security
evaluation, which included outside infiltration
testing, danger demonstrating through
chance control audits.

Deflationary Token
Reward-Based Token

When new blockchain and digital money
projects start, they regularly part with their
coins or tokens to their local area individuals
free of charge. These symbolic giveaways
are called crypto airdrops, and they are a
successful showcasing methodology for
blockchain new companies. To break the
token price, NevVer coin airdrop will end on
October 25 and all rewards will be
transferred until October 30.

Unity Decentralized
Exchange



Proposed Problems

Several people are ready to join the crypto market but due to low budget or little
knowledge they can’t. So these sorts of people need proper guidance and
investment plan to begin. The founder Mr. Ayat Ali has observed the following
problems or hurdles that are the hindrance in the way of such investors.

Errors & complicity in existing DEx Platforms 
Lost of Hard Earned Money due to no
proper support from DEx Platforms 
No fair participation chance in presale at
reputed LaunchPAD Platforms for Small
Investors 
The lengthy process to get reward against
their Staking and Holding 
Wallet Management Issues due to use of
Multiple Wallets on Multiple Devices 
Missing of Buy on Dip Opportunity as
mostly people trade crypto as a side job 
Inaccurate & mismatched live data across
various DEx Tools 
No easy way to get benefited from the
upcoming NFT Boom for Beginners



Our Solutions

There were many alternatives to resolve all specified problems but these were all
making the process more complicated so continuous approach by followers and
insisting on easy solutions lead Mr. Ayat Ali to team up with more experts of other
fields to bringsome authentic and realistic solutions for as many as problems we
can solve. Many days & nights spent, finally brought this Unity Protocol as the
vision to build a complete ecosystem for resolution of the problems. Following
platforms will be integrated into our ecosystem gradually;

Unity Token (Project Native Token) Initial Fund Raising for Community Building,
Initialize Development & Legal Aspects 
UnityCom Token (Taking Community to Professional Level) To reward our
initial supporters with the token having unique & amazing use cases inside 
UnityPAD (Our IDO Platform) To bring latest, profitable & equal investment
opportunity for both Small / Large Investors 
UnityStake (Easy Staking /Auto & Multiple Rewarding Platform) Platform
aiming to stake all BSC Token & in Return get Multiple AirDrops & Benefits
automatically along with share from profit earned through their Staked
Tokens 
UnityMASK (One Wallet for all Platforms) Single Wallet to Manage & Trade
across all Platforms & Devices 
UnitySWAP (Our Decentralized Exchange) Fully Functional, Bug-Free & Easy to
Use Decenterlize Exchange with Exact Calculations, Better Price Impacts & Low
Fee. 24x7 support & advisory service and timely elimination of scam, insecure
& fake tokens, would be highlighted features of UnitySWAP 
UnityBOT (Plan Profitable Trades & Never Miss the DIP anymore) 
DEx Tools Different tools for users to analyze tokens and estimate profitability
before taking trade



The founder of Unity Protocol is a well-known individual and also the founder of
Team Technology and Cryptocurrency Pakistan. The contribution of Mr. Syed Ayat
and his team in spreading crypto awareness throughout Pakistan has been
enormous and they have helped many beginners who have multiplied their
portfolio based on his training and guidelines. Mr. Syed Ayat is also known for his
research and analysis having more than 12,000 members in his Facebook group
and over 10,000 active members in his telegram channel.

 Facebook: https://facebook.com/SyedAyatAliGillani

 Instagram: https://instagram.com/SyedAyatAliGillani

Youtube: https://youtube.com/SyedAyatAliGillani

About the Founder

https://facebook.com/SyedAyatAliGillani
https://instagram.com/SyedAyatAliGillani
https://youtube.com/SyedAyatAliGillani


Presale
45%

Burn
30%

Development & Future Planning
10%

Team Reserved
7.5%

Initial Circulation Supply
7.5%

Total Supply: 10 Million
45% (4.5M) Presale (Hardcap Reached) 
30% (3M) Burn before Launch (Done) 
7.5% (0.75M) Team Reserved (100k Monthly) 
7.5% (0.75M) Initial Circulation Supply (Locked) 
10% (1M) Development & Future Planning (Un-Utilized till Aug-21)

1% Burn 
1% Reward Distribution
among Holders

There will be no hidden
tax/transaction charges 

NFT Marketplace, Staking & Swap
Utilities, Digital Wallet for Portfolio
Insights, Trading Bots & many more
utilities will be introduced later.

Tokenomics

Tax System Future Plans
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2
Official BSC Launch 
Private Presale 
Public Presale 
Grow Social Media Presence 
Influencer Promotions 
Partnerships With Other Communities 
Coinsniper Listing 
Coinboom Listing 
Partnership with Technology & Advisory Firm 
Final Website Launch 
Launch of UnityCom 
UnityCom 1st AirDrop 
Huge Token Burning (Worth *$270,000) 
Liquidity Locking 
Listing on PCS 
Burning of Buyback Tokens (Worth **$85,000) 
Unity Contract Audit 
Introducing E-Mail Support Center 
UnityCom Usecase & Tokenomics 
Giveaways & Competitions 
PR Marketing Incl. Yahoo Finance Article 
Roadmap Revision 
Whitepaper Release 
Listing on Coingecko 
Listing on Coinmarketcap 
UnityCom 2nd AirDrop 
Revelation of our DApp 
UnityCom Contract Audit 
UnityPAD Platform 

Project Planning 
Team Building 
Initiate Social Media Presence 
Smart Contract Development 
Website Launch (Beta) 
Social Media Marketing Push 
5000 Telegram Members 

➢ 25KTelegram Members Target 
➢ 1.5M Market Capitalization Target 
➢ 3K Holders Target 
*As per Launch Price 
*As per Target Price

Phase 1 

Road Map

Phase 2 
 

TARGETED MILESTONES 
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AirDrops Partnerships 
Giveaways & Competitions 
Launch of UnityBOT Token 
UnityBOT Contract Audit 
Roadmap Revision 
Binance/Kraken Level CEX Listing 
Paid advertisement on Top Crypto Websites 
UnitySWAP Platform 
Launch of UnityNFT Token 
UnityBOT Platform 
DEx Tools Platform 

AirDrops Partnerships 
Giveaways & Competitions 
Large Influencer Marketing Push 
AMA with Crypto Enthusiasts 
Agressive Advertisements 
Roadmap Revision 
Launch of UnitySWAP Token 
UnityStake Platform 
KuCoin/MXC Level CEX Listing 
UnitySWAP Contract Audit 
UnityMASK Platform (Crypto Wallet) 

AirDrops Partnerships 
Giveaways & Competitions 
UnityNFT Marketplace 
Roadmap Extention 

➢ 100KTelegram Members 
➢ 5M Market Capitalization Target 
➢ 20K Holders Target 

➢ 50KTelegram Members 
➢ 3M Market Capitalization Target 
➢ 10K Holders Target

➢ 10M Market Capitalization Target 
➢ 40K Holders Target

Phase 3 

Phase 5 

Phase 4 

TARGETED MILESTONES 

TARGETED MILESTONES 

TARGETED MILESTONES 
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